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ABSTRACT
A growing body of research focuses on computationally detecting
controversial topics and understanding the stances people hold on
them. Yet gaps remain in our theoretical and practical understanding
of how to define controversy, how it manifests, and how to measure it.
As controversy is a complicated social phenomenon, it is difficult to
understand what elements make up the controversy. Previous work
has attempted to capture controversy algorithmically by studying
cues for disagreement and polarity between different stance groups.
However, we still lack systematic understanding of how controversy
should be defined and measured. In this paper, we propose a multidimensional model of controversy as a systematic way to understand
it. Specifically, we introduce a model with two minimal dimensions,
“contention” and “importance”. Our model departs from other work
by viewing controversy as trait rooted in population. It suggests that
controversy should be separately observed in a given population,
rather than a fixed universal quantity. We model contention and
importance within a population from a mathematical standpoint.
To validate and evaluate the soundness of our theoretical model,
we instantiate the model to algorithms for a diverse set of sources:
polling, Twitter, and Wikipedia. We demonstrate that our controversy
model holds an explanatory power for observed phenomena but
also predictive power for tasks such as identifying controversial
Wikipedia articles.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Social network tools such as Twitter, Facebook, discussion forums,
and comments on news articles are increasingly the place where
controversial arguments are being held. Technological tools have
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become critical in shaping these discussions by influencing which
users see which data, through algorithmic curation and filtering. The
current state of affairs is that we simply do not understand controversy well enough from a computational perspective. Algorithms
based on incomplete understanding are bound to fail in a variety of
unexpected ways, replicating or even exacerbating the sources of
human bias in the data.
Recent work on controversy cuts across traditional disciplinary
lines to include a wide variety of computational tasks along with
social science and humanities, and has made significant strides in
analyzing and detecting controversy (cf. [3, 11]). Nonetheless,
serious gaps remain in our theoretical and practical understanding
of how to define controversy, and how it manifests and evolves.
For example, polling organizations naturally select topics of broad
interest and segment their results based on population groups such
as race and gender, but these notions are surprisingly absent from
algorithmic analyses of online data. Instead, controversy is assumed
to be an absolute, single value for an amorphous global population.
Meanwhile, a disparity is growing between scientific understanding and public opinion on certain controversial topics, such as climate change, evolution, or vaccines [18], with many scientists explicitly fighting these trends by insisting “there is no controversy”
[12] (referring to scientific controversy). Still, non-scientific claims
and arguments continue to proliferate, raising exposure to the (supposedly non-existent) controversies. As researchers studying controversies online, how are we to reconcile the oft-repeated argument
from the scientific community that “there is no controversy” with
the practical appearance of wildly diverse opinions on said topics?
In other words, is climate change controversial1 ?
We address these issues by proposing a theoretical model that
defines controversy in terms of population and as a combination of
(at least) “contention” and “importance”. The model thus captures
the idea that not all controversies are of equal interest. It also
suggests that the right question to be asked is not “is climate change
controversial?”, but “is climate change controversial to {a particular
group}?”.
Our framework departs from most existing work about controversy in several major ways. First, we define controversy not only in
terms of its topic, but also in terms of the population being observed.
Second, our model accounts for participants in the population who
hold no stance with regards to a specific topic, and also allows for any
number of stances rather than just two opinions. Third, our model
allows that some items may be less controversial because they are
contentious but not important (or vice versa). These elements give
our model explanatory power that can be used to understand a large
variety of observed phenomena, ranging from international conflict,

1 This differs from a value judgment, such as “Should climate change be controversial?”.
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through community-specific controversies, as well as the aforementioned high-stakes public opinion controversies over scientifically
well-understood phenomena such as climate change, evolution, and
vaccines.
In order to ground our theoretical model, we examine a diverse
collection of data sets from both online and offline sources. First, we
examine several real-world polling data sets, among them a poll that
focuses on opinions about scientific topics, such as climate change
and evolution, measured among the general U.S. population as well
as the scientific community [19]. Additionally, we look at Twitter
coverage for three prominent controversies (the 2016 U.S. Elections,
the UK referendum on leaving the EU, commonly known as Brexit,
and “The Dress”, a photo that went viral when people disagreed on
its colors). We cross-reference contention from Twitter with other
data sources: a popular online poll for “The Dress”, and actual voter
data for Brexit and the U.S. Elections. Lastly, we apply our model to
Wikipedia. We show that our model also has a predictive power in
classifying controversial Wikipedia articles with the metric derived
from our model.

2 RELATED WORK
Research on controversies in computer science has nearly universally
considered controversy as either a binary state or a single quantity,
both of which are to be measured or estimated directly [2, 3, 21].
With few exceptions [1, 14], prior work did not model controversy
formally. Even when it did, the meaning of controversy was not
modeled, but assumed to be a known quantity in the world. Most
prior work in computer science does not define controversy at all,
and treats it as a global quantity (cf.[15, 27]). Past research shows
that achieving inter-annotator agreement on the “controversy” label
is challenging [10, 16].
Meanwhile, most of the work on controversy in social studies
and humanities is qualitative by nature, and often focuses on one or
two examples of controversy (c.f. [23, 25]), or else works towards a
more qualitative analysis of the overall patterns across controversies
[9], with one notable exception [8]. In philosophy, Leibniz offered
a simple definition of controversy: a controversy is a question over
which contrary opinions are held [17], which Dascal notes as “clearly
insufficient” [9]. Dascal offers a theory of controversies which
distinguishes between types of polemic discourse [9]. Chen and
Berger, while discussing whether controversy increases buzz and
whether that is good for business, propose that “controversial issues
tend to involve opposing viewpoints that are strongly held” [6].
However, these definitions leave a gap when people disagree on
opinions that are strongly held on frivolous topics such as the colors
of a dress.
We depart from past research by modeling controversy as a multidimensional quantity, of which “contention” and “importance” are
minimal dimensions and which accounts for such differences. Similarly, Timmermans et al., also identified five aspects of controversy
in news articles, such as time persistence, emotion, multitude of
actors, polarity and opennesss. However, their approach is mainly
targeted for news articles and has less focused on actual modeling
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3 MODELING POPULATION-BASED
CONTROVERSY
“Controversy” is a complicated social phenomenon. As it is difficult
to formally and systematically define what the controversy is, there
has been little efforts to formulate models that quantify the level of
controversy for the given topic.
As a motivational example, consider two controversies of “The
Dress” and Brexit referendum. “The Dress” refers to a photo that
went viral over social media starting Feb. 26, 2015, after people
couldn’t agree on its colors. The photo was posted to tumblr and
made popular by a Buzzfeed article asking “What color is this dress?”
as a poll with two options, black and blue or gold and white; over
37 million people viewed the article to date [13]. The Brexit referendum, officially known as the United Kingdom European Union
membership referendum, was a referendum that took place on June
23, 2016 in which 51.9% of UK voters voted to leave the EU. While
not legally binding, the referendum had immediate political and
financial consequences, including the worst one-day drop in the
worldwide stock market in history to that date, and the resignation
of then-Prime Minister David Cameron.
When observed among the population which considered them
as salient, both were extremely contentious in the sense that nearly
any group of people sampled from these populations was strongly
divided in their opinion. However, it is immediately obvious that
placing Brexit and in the same bucket is somewhat problematic.
One, a political referendum on Britain’s decision whether to exit
the European Union, affects the fate of entire nations, with farreaching and difficult to predict effects on diplomatic relationships
and the world economy for years to come. The other, a photo of the
dress, caused a surprising divided reaction in color perception, went
viral around the world, and was subsequently forgotten by nearly
everyone. Its impact on the world was likely negligible.
Therefore, we propose a new model in which controversy is
composed of at least two orthogonal dimensions, which together
play a role in determining how controversial a topic is for a given
population, one of which is “contention”. However, this dimension
is insufficient to explain such arguably frivolous controversies as .
An additional orthogonal metric is needed in order to distinguish
between contention and controversy. Therefore, we hypothesize
the existence of a notion of “importance” as a novel dimension of
controversy. Using the same notation as above, we hypothesize that
these are minimal dimensions of controversy.
This framework is demonstrated schematically in Figure 1, overlaying actual results including importance reported in the iSideWith
data set (see Table 1). The first dimension is “contention” which we
defined as the proportion of people who are in disagreement. The
other dimension is “importance”, which we loosely define as the
level of impact of that issue to the world, and which was reported by
users of iSideWith. In Figure 1, we hypothesize controversy to be
a two-dimensional concept. An issue is more controversial when it
has high contention and high importance (i.e., towards right upper
corner of Figure 5). Figure 1 shows a quadrant where an issue can
have a {high, low} contention with a {high, low} importance. Issues such as gun control, abortion, and affordable care act have high
contention and high importance, hence more controversial. Issues
such as whether the government should provide incentives for trucks
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words, for any ω ⊆ Ω,
P(c |ω,T ) =P(p1 , p2 selected randomly from ω
∧ ∃i s.t. p1 ∈ дi ∧ p2 ∈ дj ) · P(con f lict |дi , дj ).
Mutually exclusive stances. The probability of contention with
mutually exclusive stances is a special case in our model where
P(con f lict |si , s j ) is 1. Most of controversial topics have at least
two exclusive mutually stances to bisect the community. In this
section, we focus more on the case of mutually exclusive stances and
describe the model can be instantiated. The model described here
can be easily generalized by adjusting the value of P(con f lict |si , s j ).
Recall that stance group G i is defined as the population of people
who hold a stance si on T . We additionally define opposing groups
in the population be groups of people that hold a stance that conflicts
with si . For i ∈ {0..k}, let O i = {p ∈ Ω|∃j s.t. holds(p, s j ,T ) ∧
con f lict(si , s j )}. The model with mutually exclusive stances can
alternatively be expressed as:
P(c |Ω,T ) = P(p1 , p2 selected randomly from Ω, ∃si ∈ S,
s.t. p1 ∈ G i ∧ p2 ∈ O i ).
Note that we are selecting with replacement, and it is possible for
p1 = p2 . Strictly speaking, this model allows a person to hold two
conflicting stances at once and thus be in both G i and O i , as in the
case of intrapersonal conflict. This definition, while exhaustive to all
possible combinations of stances, is very hard to estimate. We now
consider a special case of this model with two additional constraints.
Let every person have only one stance on a topic:
p ∈ Ω, si , s j ∈ S s.t. i , j∧
holds(p, si ,T ) ∧ holds(p, s j ,T ).
And, let every explicit stance conflict with every other explicit stance:
conflicts(si , s j ) ⇐⇒ (i , j ∧ i , 0 ∧ j , 0)
This implies that G i ∩ G j = ∅. Crucially, we set a lack of stance not
to be in conflict with any explicit stance. Thus, O i = Ω \ G i \ G 0 .
For simplicity, we estimate the probability of selecting p1 and
p2 as selection with replacement2 . Note that |Ω| = Σi ∈ {0..k } |G i |
and the probability of choosing any particular pair is |Ω1| 2 . The
denominator, |Ω| 2 , expands into the following expression:
2

2

2

|Ω| = (Σi |G i |) = Σi ∈ {0..k } |G i | + Σi ∈ {1..k } (2|G 0 ||G i |)
+ Σi ∈ {2..k } Σ j ∈ {1..i−1} (2|G i ||G j |)
Depending on whether the pair of people selected hold conflicting
stances or not, they contribute to the numerator in P(c |Ω,T ) or
P(nc |Ω,T ), respectively. Therefore,
P(c |Ω,T ) =

Σi ∈ {2..k } Σ j ∈ {1..i−1} (2|G i ||G j |)
|Ω| 2

and P(nc |Ω,T ) = 1 − P(c |Ω,T ).
As before, we can trivially extend this definition to any non-empty
sub-population ω ⊆ Ω using дi = G i ∩ ω. By construction, there
is no contention within any single-stance group, дi , with respect to
2 The

calculation is very similar for selection without replacement, except for extremely
small population sizes.
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topic T . In other words, P(c |дi ,T ) = 0. Additionally, by construction,
there is no contention within дi ∪ д0 , i.e. P(c |дi ∪ д0 ,T ) = 0.
By extension, if there is only one explicit stance s 1 with regard
to topic T in the population Ω, there will be no contention in the
population with respect to the topic. In other words, |Sˆ| ≤ 1 =⇒
P(c |Ω,T ) = 0.
Trivially, P(C |ω,T ) is maximal when when |д0 | = 0 and |д1 | =
|ω |
... = |дk | = k , and its value is kk−1 . This is subtly different from
entropy due to the existence of s 0 , as entropy would be maximal
|ω |
when |д0 | = |д1 | = ... = |дk | = k −1 .
Since the values of contention are [0, kk−1 ] rather than [0, 1], we
normalize by the maximal contention (divide the contention score
by kk−1 ) and take the non-contention score as 1 minus the new score.
This normalization brings both contention and non-contention to
a full range of [0, 1] each, with a contention score of 1 signifying
the highest possible contention, regardless of the total number of
stances.

3.2

Modeling Importance within Population

We now formulate a measure called “importance”. We loosely define
“importance” as the level of impact that the issue brings to the world
within the population. In terms of importance of T to Ω, we interpret
this as the number of people who think this topic is important to
them. In other words, how many people are affected by T ?
Let p be a person from some population and affected(T , p) be a
binary function that returns whether p is affected by T . We let the
probability that T is important to members of Ω as P(I |Ω,T ). This
is equivalent to the probability that T is important to the person p
drawn from Ω.
P(I |Ω,T ) = P(p selected randomly from Ω ∧ affected(p, T))
Alternatively, we define ΩT be the sub-population of Ω with
those who are affected by T . P(I |Ω,T ) can be computed by directly
estimating |ΩT |.
|Ω |
P(I |Ω,T ) = T
|Ω|
How to define the function affected(p) or estimating the size of
|ΩT | can vary on the dataset. We discuss how we estimate the size
of |ΩT | from different datasets, such as Twitter and Wikiepdia.

4 MODEL VALIDATION
We apply our model to the various data sources. To apply our
theoretical model, we instantiate the model to algorithms that reflects
different characteristics of each dataset. We examine three different
data sources, polling data, Twitter, and Wikipedia. We validate our
model by showing that it has both explanatory power and predictive
power.

4.1

Contention in Polling

In the Pew and Gallup data sets, we used the topline survey results as
reported by the respective organizations. For a given poll topic T , ω
is the set of respondents, si are the set of response possibilities, and
“no answer” represents s 0 . This determines дi and thus allows us to
calculate P(c |ω,T ) as above. In the case of statistically representative
polls, conclusions can be generalized for the wider population from
which the poll sample was drawn.
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Table 1: Data sets containing explicit stances
Dataset
Pew Adults
Pew AAAS
iSideWith
Dress Buzzfeed

Type
Statistically Calibrated Phone Survey
Statistically Calibrated Online Survey
Informal Online Polling
Informal Online Polling

# Issues
13
13
52
1

Population(s)
US adults
US scientists
US people
Online readers

Years
2014
2014
2014
2015-2016

# People
2.0K
3.7K
varies (M)
3.5M

Source
[19, 20]
[19, 20]
By request
[13]

Table 2: Example hashtags used to identify two stance groups on The Dress, Brexit and the U.S. Elections. Full list at [[redacted for demo]].
Topic
The Dress
Brexit
U.S. Election

Stances

Example Hashtags

Blue and Black
White and Gold
Leave EU
Remain EU
Hillary Clinton
Donald Trump

#blackandblue, #notwhiteandgold, #blackandbluedress,#青と黒,#negroyazul ...
#whiteandgold, #whiteandgoldteam, #thedressiswhiteandgold,#blancodorado ...
#voteleave, #leave, #leaveeu, #betteroffout
#remain, #strongerin, #voteremain, #regrexit, #remainineu
#imwithher, #strongertogether, #dumptrump, #notmypresident ...
#maga, #trumppence, #trumptrain ...

Table 3: Twitter Data set with implicit stances
Topic
The Dress
Brexit Referendum
U.S. Elections
Total

# Tweets
359K
14.8M
9.3M
24.4M

# Users
361K
12.4M
6.2M
18.9M

Dates
Feb. 26-Mar. 3, 2015
May. 1-Jul. 24, 2016
Sep. 20- Nov. 30, 2016

T (h), we calculate a TFIDF score as follows: TF is the number of
times that h ′ occurs in T (h) and IDF is the inverse of the number of
hashtags h ′′ such that h ′ is contained in T (h ′′ ).
We let set of the top k hashtags ranked by TFIDF be Th . One
concern of that approach is that the hashtags in Th is likely to vary
greatly depending on which of them is chosen as a seed. To mitigate
that risk, we create Tq for each hashtag q ∈ Th . We then select the
k hashtags that appear most often across all sets Tq . We call the
resultant list T , and create a dataset T (T ), which is a collection of
tweets that contain any hashtag in T .
Identifying the population of interests to T: From T (T ), we
extract every user id who tweeted, or is mentioned, or is retweeted.
We consider this set of users as the population that shows interests
in T . We call this sub-population ωT as the people who are affected
by T . ωT is the population where the importance of T is maximized
as 1 because by construction, it is the group of people who showed
interests in T by explicitly discussing it on Twitter. Table 3 contains
the size of T (T ) and the identified population that shows interests.
Stance detection in the sub-population Automatic stance detection is a open problem [7, 11], so we use a simple and straightforward manual hashtag-based stance detection heuristic. We manually
identified hashtags that explicitly indicate a stance. As examples, Table 2 shows the hashtags we used to identify two mutually exclusive
stances in three contentious topics. This high-precision, low-recall
process will omit some tweets that do not use precisely the hashtags
selected, but those that are selected are likely to be on the expected
stance. We leave analysis of the remaining tweets and other hashtags
for future work in stance extraction.

# of hashtags
49
37
4
5
10
26

Using the stance hashtags we created, we compute the size of
the two stance groups per topic by counting the number of tweets
that contain any hashtag from each stance. As an estimation of G 0
(the group with no stance) on each topic, we used all other tweets
collected via the Twitter Garden Hose API that day. Specifically,
|G 0 | = count of all tweets collected −|G 1 | − |G 2 |.
4.2.2 Controversy Trends on Twitter. We compute the final
level of controversy by multiplying the contention computed the
identified population by the importance of that topic within the entire
population that tweeted the same day. Figure 4 shows the controversy
among all daily tweets by date for The Dress, Brexit, and 2016 U.S.
election. In all three plots, it shows marked peaks of contention
around notable event times. For example, in the U.S. Elections case,
small peaks appear on the days of the presidential debates, and upon
release of the extremely controversial Hollywood Access tape, with
a much larger peak on election day. This showcases the strength of
our model and its ability to track the difference between contention
among the group for which the topic is salient.
We compare P(c |G 1 ∪ G 2 ,T ) from Twitter across a series of dates,
with that calculated from external sources: the Buzzfeed poll on
The Dress (P(c |G 1 ∪ G 2 ,T ) = 0.88) [13], voting results on Brexit
(P(c |G 1 ∪ G 2 ,T ) = 1.00) [24], and the popular vote in the U.S. Elections measured for the two main candidates (P(c |G 1 ∪ G 2 ,T ) = 0.89).
Additionally, Figure 3(b) shows the voting contention for each Unitary District of the UK (local Ireland results were not available),
demonstrating the geographical variance of contention. Gibraltar, an
extreme outlier both geographically and contention-wise, is omitted
from the map (P(c |Gibraltar , Brexit) = 0.16). The extremely low
contention makes sense: Gibraltar is geographically located inside
Europe, and 95.9% of its voters voted “remain”.

4.3

Controversy in Wikipedia

We now apply our model to the context of Wikipedia by measuring
controversy among Wikipedia editor population.
4.3.1 Contention from Wikipedia Editor-population. Rather
than estimating stances, our challenge now becomes to provide an
estimate for the conflicts function directly between pairs of editors.
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Table 4: AUC measure reported on ranking controversial articles in Wikipedia by four scores.

AUC

model has an explanatory power for the observed phenomenon as
well as predictive power.

M [22]

C

MI

CI
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Note that we select the editors from ω D , yet we can measure contention over any superset of ω D , for example ΩW . This allows us to
compare contention across either local (article-specific) populations
as well as larger ones, up to and including all of ’s editors.
4.3.2 Importance. We assume that an editor p who makes
a change to the document is affected by the corresponding topic.
Hence, we estimate |ΩT | be the size of the editors who have been
involved with any change of the document.
P(I |T , ΩW ) =

|ω D |
|ΩW |

(1)

4.3.3 Ranking Controversial Articles in Wikipedia. We compare the contention derived from our model (“C”) and controversy
(“CI”) scores, which is a version of C score multiplied by importance
“I”, against the state-of-the-art heuristic “M” score [22]. We rank
Wikipedia articles by four controversy-indicative scores, M, C, MI,
and CI. To observe the effect of importance score, we also devise
“MI” score, which is M score weighted by its topic importance in
Wikipedia. We compute Area Under Curve (AUC) measure on the
generated list. We used the truth data judgment for controversial
Wikipedia articles from “the list of controversial issues” page 3 in
Wikipedia as well as previously collected annotated dataset [10].
Our judgment data contain 1,551 controversial articles.
Table 4 shows the AUC measure reported on raking controversial
articles by the four scores. While M and our C scores are comparable,
CI score produced a better ranking than any of the measure. This
results demonstrates that our model, when applied to Wikipedia,
shows a competitive predictive power in classifying controversial
articles in Wikipedia.

5 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a theoretical model for controversy with respect to population. We argue that controversy is multi-dimensional
quantity that should only be understood in a given population and
propose a model with two minimal dimensions: contention and
importance. Contention mathematically quantifies the notion of
“the proportion of people disagreeing on this topic” in a populationdependent fashion. On the other hand, importance measures how
many people are affected by the given topic in the population. This
model allows us, for example, to formally answer the question in the
title of our paper, “Is Climate Change Controversial?”, differently
depending on the population being observed: climate change is not
contentious in the scientific community, yet is in the general U.S.
public. We validate our theoretical model on a wide variety of data
sets from both off- and online sources, ranging from large informal
online polls and Twitter data, through statistically calibrated phone
surveys, and Wikipedia. Our experimental results show that our
3 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:List

of controversial issues
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